INTRODUCTION
============

Self-assembly of colloidal particles produces structural materials for a broad range of applications such as metamaterials ([@R1]), solar cells ([@R2]), photonic sensors ([@R3]), and drug delivery ([@R4]). In most of these applications, the assembly of colloids results in structural colors that are more resistant to chemical washing or photobleaching than pigment-based colors ([@R5], [@R6]). The current state-of-the-art structural colors from colloidal assemblies are mostly constrained to film geometries using evaporation-induced assembly ([@R7]), electrophoretic deposition ([@R8]), and spray coating ([@R9]). These films are difficult to apply as "pigment-like" colorants that can be directly added to other materials such as paints or textiles. Furthermore, the interference-based structural colors on flat substrates are mostly iridescent, limiting their use in wide-angle display or accurate sensing applications. Recently, a simple approach involving self-assembly of colloidal nanoparticles in emulsion droplets was used to fabricate photonic micrometer-sized spheres (termed supraballs) made of close-packed nanoparticles ([@R10]). The colors of supraballs are independent of rotation under fixed illumination and can be used as wide-angle photonic inks and additives in cosmetics, paints, and sensors ([@R11]--[@R14]). Thus, controlling the composition and structure of supraballs is critical for tuning optical properties for broad applications.

Binary particle mixtures enable rich structures and properties of colloidal assemblies. For example, binary mixtures break long-range order of colloidal crystals, leading to non-iridescent colors ([@R15], [@R16]). Precise tuning of the size ratio of the binary particles can produce diverse types of colloidal crystals ([@R17]), and changing the volume ratios of binary particle mixtures can tune the structural colors of the assemblies ([@R18]). In addition, the use of two particle types allows selective removal of one component, leading to porous structures with controlled disorder ([@R19]).

The use of binary particles in supraball assembly not only enhances properties for application but also has fundamental significance. The packing of binary colloidal nanoparticles within a spherical template has critical fundamental relevance in understanding crystal growth on curved surfaces, yet is not well understood ([@R20]--[@R22]). Furthermore, the spatial organization of nanoparticles in the top few layers of the assembled supraballs (where most light is scattered) is critical to tune application-oriented properties such as the wavelength of structural colors ([@R11], [@R23]) or selective binding for drug delivery ([@R24]). Mixtures of two or more types of nanoparticles can lead to additional control over the surface composition and separation between particles, potentially tuning the absorption and contrast. It is thus critical to understand how and why binary nanoparticles assemble at surfaces/interfaces. Stratification of binary mixtures of varying particle sizes during evaporative film formation has been studied via both experiments and simulations ([@R25]--[@R32]); these studies have comprehensively mapped the set of particle size ratios, evaporation rates, and mixture compositions to either encourage or suppress surface stratification in films composed of particles with the same surface chemistry. However, to the best of our knowledge, no such complementary work exists for particle mixtures of varying chemistry or for the emulsion assembly process. Similarly, there is no in-depth understanding of the relationship between stratification in supraballs and structural colors. Thus, a systematic variation of nanoparticle size, chemistry, mixture composition, and evaporative versus emulsion assembly processes will offer insights into how we can tailor the particle spatial organization to achieve target structural colors and/or bioactive properties.

To this end, here we use synthetic melanin particles (SMPs) and silica particles (SPs) as two model particles owing to their special optical property and biocompatibility. SMPs have a unique combination of a high refractive index (\~1.74) and a broadband absorption ([@R33]), and SPs have a relatively low refractive index (\~1.45) and negligible absorption in the visible region. We investigate the assembly of binary particles varying in particle size (*D*~large~*/D*~small~ ranging from 1.0 to \~2.2) and composition using two techniques, reverse emulsion assembly of supraballs and evaporative assembly of flat films. In the reverse emulsion supraball assembly, for mixtures with the same bulk volume fraction of small and large SPs, the smaller SP particles cover 78 to 89% of the supraball surface, and for mixtures with the same size SMPs and SPs, SMPs occupy almost 100% of the supraball surface. By contrast, in the evaporative assembly of flat films, the surface composition of the films of analogous systems mimics the bulk material composition. Interfacial tension measurements, particle-interface contact angle experiments, and coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD) simulations show that the trends in surface segregation in the supraballs are driven by the geometry (i.e., contact angle, smaller particles more easily accommodate the curvature of the supraball surface) of the particles at the liquid/liquid interface during supraball assembly. Furthermore, the differences between supraball and thin-film assembly stem from dissimilar particle interactions with the water/1-octanol interface (supraballs) and water/air interface (films).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Supraballs from binary mixtures of particles
--------------------------------------------

To investigate how mixtures of binary particles affect the structure and optical properties of assembled supraballs, we have prepared three sizes of SPs (diameter, 139 ± 9, 219 ± 11, and 299 ± 10 nm) and SMPs (diameter, 137 ± 15, 217 ± 16, and 298 ± 22 nm). These particles are well dispersed in water and have similar negative zeta potentials in water (table S1). We fabricated nine types of binary supraballs using the same bulk volume fraction of SPs and SMPs through a one-pot reverse emulsion assembly process ([@R11]). Specifically, a mixture of SP and SMP aqueous solutions with a filling volume fraction of 0.03 was dispersed in an anhydrous 1-octanol continuous phase, followed by the formation of water-in-oil reverse emulsions using a vortex mixer (fig. S1). Because of the slight solubility of water in 1-octanol, water diffused from the droplets into the 1-octanol phase, causing the colloidal droplets to shrink and finally assemble to solid supraballs. The assembly process took \~5 min.

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of surfaces of nine types of supraballs. Using the contrast due to the differences in the particle size and brightness between SPs and SMPs (silica is brighter than melanin under SEM), we can distinguish the chemical identity of the particles at the supraball surfaces. SMPs with diameters of 137 and 217 nm cover nearly 100% of the supraball surfaces when they are mixed with all three sizes of SPs ([Fig. 1, A to F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and 298-nm SMPs also fully cover the supraball surface when mixed with 299-nm SPs ([Fig. 1I](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is difficult to precisely quantify the SMPs' volume fraction at the supraball surface layer (here termed "surface volume fraction") for those three cases, because the particle tracking algorithm does not work accurately owing to lower image quality caused by charging effect. The surface segregation analysis was conducted for 10- to 20-μm-diameter supraballs throughout this paper.

![SEM images of the surface of supraballs made of binary particles with equal bulk volume fraction.\
(**A**) 139/137-nm SPs/SMPs, (**B**) 219/137-nm SPs/SMPs, (**C**) 299/137-nm SPs/SMPs, (**D**) 139/217-nm SPs/SMPs, (**E**) 219/217-nm SPs/SMPs, (**F**) 299/217-nm SPs/SMPs, (**G**) 139/298-nm SPs/SMPs, (**H**) 219/298-nm SPs/SMPs, and (**I**) 299/298-nm SPs/SMPs. SEM scale bars, 1 μm. All insets are dark-field optical images with scale bars of 50 μm.](aax1254-F1){#F1}

When mixing 298-nm SMPs with smaller SPs (139 or 219 nm), both SMPs and SPs are present at the supraball surfaces ([Fig. 1, G and H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The surface volume fraction of SMPs at the outermost layer is 0.58 ± 0.17 for [Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and 0.46 ± 0.17 for [Fig. 1H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. These large error values come from the particle tracking analysis when analyzing two sizes of particles with different brightness. The colors of nine types of supraballs are subtle ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, inset), and their reflectance spectra lack substantial features (fig. S2), indicating amorphous nanostructures. Binary mixtures of particles can break crystalline order and thereby form disordered structures ([@R16]); therefore, it is reasonable to observe dull colors from these supraballs. The selective segregation of one type of nanoparticles at the supraball surface may lead to tuning their structural colors; thus, it is critical to understand how the surface segregation occurs.

Particle size effects
---------------------

To investigate how the particle size affects the surface enrichment and colors at supraball surfaces, we mixed two different sizes of SPs with the same bulk volume fraction and assembled them into supraballs. SEM images show more small SPs than large SPs at the supraball surface. Specifically, 139-nm SPs segregate to the surface more than 219- or 299-nm SPs ([Fig. 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and 219-nm SPs segregate more than 299-nm SPs ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We quantify the surface volume fraction of small SPs at the supraball surface for different size ratios (SR = *D*~large~*/D*~small~): 0.78 ± 0.07 for SR = 1.36 (219/299 nm), 0.87 ± 0.02 for SR = 1.58 (139/219 nm), and 0.89 ± 0.02 for SR = 2.15 (139/299 nm) ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The values of surface volume fraction are remarkably larger than the experimentally used bulk volume fractions (0.50 small SPs), indicating a clear surface enrichment of smaller particles at the supraball surfaces. The fact that surface volume fraction increases as SR increases suggests that a larger difference in the size of SPs enhances supraball surface segregation.

![Supraballs and films from binary SPs.\
SEM images of the surfaces of supraballs (**A** to **C**) and films (**D** to **F**) made of binary SPs with different sizes and equal bulk volume fraction: (A and D) 139/219-nm SPs, (B and E) 139/299-nm SPs, and (C and F) 219/299-nm SPs. Insets (A to F) are dark-field optical images. SEM scale bars, 1 μm; inset scale bars, 50 μm. (**G**) Surface volume fractions of small SPs for supraballs and films.](aax1254-F2){#F2}

To investigate whether the water/1-octanol interface affects this surface segregation, we used an evaporative assembly approach to assemble binary SPs to films where only air/water interface is involved. This assembly process took about 15 hours with a water evaporation rate of 0.5 mm/hour. The films are \~10 μm thick (fig. S3), and thus, their colors are unaffected by the thin-film interference effect ([@R34]). SEM images of the films show the presence of both particle sizes ([Fig. 2, D to F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) at the surface. We quantify the packing of two sizes of particles at film surfaces and find that the surface volume fraction of small SPs ranges from 0.51 to 0.60, regardless of the mixture used ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that, in the mixtures studied herein, smaller SPs do not segregate at the film surfaces, in contrast to those in the binary SP supraballs. We note that previous work from the literature suggests that increasing the large/small size ratio or modifying the evaporation rate can produce stratification in films ([@R31], [@R32]), but given the moderate small/large size ratios (1.36 to 2.15) and slow evaporation rates in this study, the lack of film stratification is unsurprising.

Binary SP supraballs and films show different colors ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, insets), despite the same bulk compositions. This is because the particle size effect leads to enrichment of small particles at the supraball surface. The presence of a higher fraction of smaller particles at the surface affects the degree of order and the color of the scattered light.

Particle chemistry effects
--------------------------

To test how particle chemistry affects surface packing and colors in supraballs and films, we mixed similar-sized SPs and SMPs (average diameter, \~220 nm) with three compositions (bulk volume fractions of SMPs = 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80). SEM images show that the supraball surface is fully covered by one type of particle ([Figs. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3, A and D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Had the surface been a mixture, we would have seen bright and dark particles (as seen in [Fig. 1, G and H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) owing to the large brightness contrast between SPs and SMPs. The cross-sectional transmission EM (TEM) images of supraballs show that the outermost layer of supraballs is nearly 100% occupied by bright particles and that the inner layers contain a mixture of bright and dark particles ([Fig. 3, B and E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because SPs containing silicon are more electron dense than SMPs under TEM, the outer surfaces of supraballs are completely covered by SMPs even in the mixture with 0.20 bulk volume fraction of SMPs. We further used energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) imaging to map the silicon element distribution at the same locations as the TEM measurements ([Fig. 3, C and F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). EDS images confirm that the supraball outer layer is populated with SMPs. Cross-sectional TEM images at random interior positions within the supraballs show random mixtures of the two species (fig. S4). Therefore, we conclude that SMPs strongly segregate at the supraball surfaces (\~100% coverage) regardless of bulk volume fraction of SMPs in the mixtures we used here.

![Supraballs and films assembled from binary 219/217nm SPs/SMPs.\
Supraballs made of 0.20 bulk volume fraction of SMPs (**A** to **C**) and 0.80 bulk volume fraction of SMPs (**D** to **F**). (A and D) SEM images on the supraball surfaces (scale bars, 1 μm), (B and E) TEM images on the supraball cross sections (scale bars, 500 nm), and (C and F) EDS elemental maps of the region of interest for the characteristic x-ray emission peaks for silicon (scale bars, 500 nm). SEM images on the surfaces of films made of 219/217-nm SPs/SMPs with varied bulk volume fractions of SMPs: (**G**) 0.20, (**H**) 0.50, and (**I**) 0.80. (G and H) Scale bars, 1 μm. Insets in (A), (D), and (G) to (I) are optical images of the supraballs and films with scale bars of 50 μm.](aax1254-F3){#F3}

In contrast to the supraballs, films made of SMPs and SPs with similar sizes have coverage of both types of particles at the surfaces ([Fig. 3, G to I](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The surface volume fractions of SMPs are 0.25 ± 0.02, 0.58 ± 0.06, and 0.84 ± 0.04, which are close to the bulk volume fraction for all three cases (0.20, 0.50, and 0.80). Thus, films made of mixtures of SPs and SMPs have no obvious surface segregation, similar to the films made of binary SPs in [Fig. 2 (D to F)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

The segregation of SMPs at the supraball surfaces notably affects their structural color. Reflectance spectra of supraballs made of mixtures of SPs and SMPs show only moderate variation with the bulk volume fraction of two components due to preference of SMPs over SPs at the interface (fig. S5a). The top layer of the supraballs plays a significant role in the production of color, and since the surface composition of all three types of supraballs is dominated by SMPs, their optical response is similar. In contrast to the small variations of colors observed in supraballs, the colors of the scattered light from films are strongly dependent on the bulk volume fraction in the mixtures of SPs and SMPs ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, insets, and fig. S5). Therefore, segregation of SMPs to the supraball surfaces offers an effective way of using a small quantity of SMP particles to tune the supraball color without affecting the inner structure of the supraballs.

Driving forces for surface segregation
--------------------------------------

To explain the observation that both smaller particles and SMPs were strongly enriched at the surface of supraballs but not for films, we used interfacial tension measurements, contact angle measurements of single nanoparticles, and CG-MD simulations. First, we probed the thermodynamic driving forces for assembly of particles at the water/air interface during evaporative film assembly and at the water/1-octanol interface during emulsion assembly by measuring the interfacial tension with and without the presence of particles. We used a pendant droplet method to record the water/air surface tension (γ*~WA~*) of 0.03 (filling volume fraction) aqueous suspensions of 219-nm SPs, 217-nm SMPs, and a mixture of SPs and SMPs with the same bulk volume fraction over around 600 s, during which the droplet volumes change negligibly (fig. S6). The γ*~WA~* remains almost constant over the time scale of the experiment (fig. S7A) and is similar to the surface tension of pure water (\~72 mN/m). This result implies that SPs and SMPs do not adsorb to the water/air interface during the film assembly process ([@R35]).

In the water/1-octanol system, the interfacial tension γ*~WO~* = 8.51 ± 0.02 mN/m for a pure water/1-octanol interface without particles, consistent with the literature value ([@R36]). However, γ*~WO~* decreased notably in the presence of 3 volume % particles: 6.18 ± 0.05 mN/m for SPs and 7.50 ± 0.26 mN/m for SMPs. The values of γ*~WO~* remain constant over 600 s in all three cases (fig. S7B). The interfacial tension for the mixture of SPs and SMPs lies between pure SPs and pure SMPs. γ*~WO~* slightly decreases from 6.72 ± 0.06 mN/m to 6.53 ± 0.07 mN/m after 1400 s, approaching closer to the γ*~WO~* of pure SPs. In short, both SPs and SMPs adsorb to the water/1-octanol interface and that, in a mixture of SPs and SMPs, SPs migrate to the interface over time and reduce the free energy of the water/1-octanol interface to a value closer to pure SPs.

We can use the interfacial tension results to estimate the energy of adsorption of particles to the water/1-octanol interface. The difference between γ values with and without particles represents a change in interfacial energy per unit area upon particle adsorption. If we assume that particles are relatively monodisperse and form a random close-packed monolayer at the interface (surface area coverage, \~80%) ([@R37]), then the change in surface tension upon particle adsorption is given by ([@R38])$$\Delta\gamma_{\mathit{WO}} = \gamma_{\mathit{WO} + \text{particles}} - \gamma_{\mathit{WO}} = n\Delta E_{i} \approx \frac{0.8\Delta E_{i}}{\pi r_{i}^{2}}$$where Δ*E~i~* is the energy of adsorption of a single particle, *r~i~* is the particle radius, and *n* is the number of particles per unit area of interface (*n* ≈ 0.8/π*r~i~*^2^). Using the γ*~WO~* results for \~220-nm-diameter particles gives Δ*E~i~* ≈ 25,000 *k*~B~*T* for SPs and Δ*E~i~* ≈ 12,000 *k*~B~*T* for SMPs. Thus, SPs should thermodynamically prefer to migrate to the water/1-octanol interface relative to SMPs, which contradicts our observations that SMPs are dominant at the supraball surface. This suggests that there must be another mechanism underlying the trends in supraball surface segregation.

We hypothesize that during the formation of supraballs, the different surface chemistry of SPs and SMPs also affects the geometric position (i.e., contact angle) of nanoparticles at the water/1-octanol interface, which may affect the surface segregation. The hydrophilicity of particles is closely related to their geometric position at the interface. To directly measure the contact angles of particles at the water/1-octanol interface, we used a gel trapping technique to trap particles at the interface and then transferred the particles to a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, see details in Materials and Methods) ([@R39], [@R40]). We measured the height of the particles embedded into PDMS to calculate the contact angle of individual nanoparticles from SEM images ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we used a larger particle size (\~400 nm) than those for supraball assembly to improve the accuracy of our analysis. We used melanin-coated SPs (M-SPs) instead of SMPs because SMPs are not perfectly spherical when we synthesize particles of around 400 nm in diameter. By coating melanin layer onto silica nanoparticles, we could maintain the spherical shape of these particles (fig. S8). We expect the surface chemistry of the M-SPs to be similar to the pure SMPs and thus result in the same contact angle. From the image analysis, we measured the contact angle of θ~SP~ = 78.4 ± 4.9° and θ~SMP~ = θ~M-SP~ = 99.0 ± 3.6° for SP and SMP particles, respectively. This result indicates that the SMPs extend less into the water phase, and thus, SMPs are less hydrophilic than SPs. We used CG-MD simulations to evaluate whether this difference in contact angles explains the surface segregation mechanism during supraball assembly.

![Single-particle contact angle measurements.\
(**A**) Schematic diagram of single-nanoparticle contact angle measurement process using a gel trapping technique. SEM images of an SP (**B**) and an M-SP (**C**) embedded in PDMS for contact angle measurements (SP, \~78.4° ± 4.9°; M-SP, \~99.0° ± 3.6°). Scale bars, 200 nm.](aax1254-F4){#F4}

We used implicit-solvent CG-MD simulations to study the assembled supraball and film structures over experimentally relevant micrometer length scales, which would not be possible using explicit-solvent MD simulation models that have been used to understand particle assembly at liquid/liquid ([@R41]--[@R44]) and liquid/vapor interfaces ([@R45]--[@R47]) at much smaller length scales. Such implicit-solvent approaches have been widely applied to study stratification in the evaporative film assembly process ([@R25], [@R26], [@R31], [@R32]), which we adapt to mimic the emulsion assembly. Here, we chose particle-particle and particle-interface interaction potentials to mimic the impact of the solvent and fluid-fluid interfaces on the particle assembly. In the film geometry, we used a repulsive wall at the upper boundary of the simulation box to model the particles' interaction with the water/air interface (as supported by the surface tension results) and shrank the *z* dimension of the simulation box in a stage-wise manner to mimic evaporation of water from the film (see simulation details in the Supplementary Materials). Simulation images of films composed of \~220-nm SP/SMP mixtures at 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80 bulk volume fraction of SMPs and a \~140-nm SP/\~220-nm SP mixture at 0.5 bulk volume fraction of small SPs are shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (A to D, respectively) (compared to the experimental images in [Figs. 3, G to I](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The surface volume fraction of SMPs on the top layer of the assembled SP/SMP films in [Fig. 5 (A to C)](#F5){ref-type="fig"} is 0.783 ± 0.003, 0.497 ± 0.003, and 0.213 ± 0.006, and the surface volume fraction of 140-nm SPs in [Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} is 0.502 ± 0.004, in excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental results.

![MD simulations of assembled binary films.\
(**A** to **D**) MD simulation snapshots for assembled films from similar-sized (\~220 nm) SPs (yellow) and SMPs (blue) and mixtures of different sizes of SPs (\~220 nm/\~140 nm). The bulk volume fractions of SMPs are as follows: (A) 0.20, (B) 0.50, and (C) 0.80. (D) SPs (\~220 nm; yellow): \~140-nm SPs (orange) at bulk volume fraction of small SP = 0.5. Particle-particle pair correlation functions, *g*(*r*), from experiments (circles) and simulations (lines) for (**E** to **G**) the film pictured in (B) and (**H** to **J**) the film pictured in (D).](aax1254-F5){#F5}

We compared the structure of the top surface of the films using the two-dimensional particle-particle pair correlation function, *g*(*r*), which also shows quantitative agreement between simulation and experiment in the SP/SMP mixtures ([Fig. 5, E to G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S9) and the SP/SP mixture ([Fig. 5, H to J](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). When computing the *g*(*r*) for simulations containing SMPs, we needed to add a small uncertainty in particle positions to achieve agreement between simulation and experiment, as discussed in the Supplementary Materials (fig. S10). When particles are of similar size ([Fig. 5, E to G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the films show some degree of order, whereas when particles are of different size ([Fig. 5, H to J](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the order is suppressed \[the *g*(*r*) decays to 1 for interparticle distances greater than one to two particle diameters\]. This agreement in both composition and structure at the film surface supports our model for the particle-particle interactions for SP/SMP and SP/SP mixtures and also supports our inference from the surface tension results that neither SPs nor SMPs adsorb to the water/air interface during film assembly.

We then used the model validated for films to conduct simulations in the supraball geometry. In the supraball simulations, the water/1-octanol interface is modeled using a wall defined on the interior surface of a spherical region of the simulation box, and particles are strongly attracted to this wall to mimic the essentially irreversible adsorption of particles to the water/1-octanol interface. While the large particle-interface attraction strengths estimated above (\>10^4^ *k*~B~*T*) are not accessible in the simulations to maintain numerical stability, we chose the particle-wall attraction strengths to maintain several key features of particle assembly: (i) particle-wall interaction strength scales with *r~i~*^2^ ([@R48]), (ii) SP-wall interactions are \~2× stronger than SMP-wall interactions, and (iii) particle-wall interactions are strong enough (at least 54 *k*~B~*T* for all particle types and sizes) to mimic irreversible particle adsorption to the interface. Over the course of the simulation, we linearly decrease the diameter of the spherical confinement (*D~s~*) to mimic diffusion of water out of the emulsion droplet, at a rate chosen to match the Péclet number (*Pe*) between simulations and experiments. The *Pe* is a measure of the relative rate of interfacial motion to the rate of particle diffusion. We estimate *Pe* \~ 0.1 for the supraball assembly process as explained in detail in the Supplementary Materials, indicating that particle diffusion is fast relative to the rate of motion of the interface.

The simulations reveal a two-stage assembly mechanism as the emulsion droplet shrinks; we include a representative movie of the assembly simulations in the Supplementary Materials. Starting from a randomized initial configuration at filling volume fraction η = 0.03 (same initial particle concentration as the experiments), particles diffuse and adsorb to the outer surface of the emulsion droplet until a static (jammed) surface layer of particles assembles at the water/1-octanol interface. Then, as the emulsion droplet continues to shrink, some of the adsorbed particles are squeezed into the bulk of the emulsion droplet to accommodate the reduction in interfacial area and increased curvature of confinement. This process continues until the supraball reaches its final assembled state where η is estimated to be 0.55. The transition between the two stages of assembly is visible in a discontinuity in the slope of the surface volume fraction plots in [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; these results show that the second stage is dominant in controlling the eventual supraball surface composition.

![MD simulations of assembled binary supraballs.\
(**A**) Surface volume fractions of SMPs or small SPs at the supraball surface as a function of filling volume fraction (η) within the droplet and (**B** to **F**) simulation images for a 220/220-nm SPs/SMPs mixture of the equal bulk volume fractions with θ~SP~ = θ~SMP~ = 90° (B) (green solid line), 220/220-nm SPs/SMPs with θ~SP~ = 80° and θ~SMP~ = 100° (C) (light blue dashed line), 220/140-nm SPs/SPs with θ~SP~ = 80° (D) (orange dot-dashed line), 140/220-nm SPs/SMPs with θ~SP~ = 80° and θ~SMP~ = 100° (E) (thin black dashed line), and 140/300-nm SPs/SMPs with θ~SP~ = 80° and θ~SMP~ = 100° (F) (purple dotted line). The two left images in (B) to (D) show the entire emulsion droplet and a droplet cross section at the jammed surface layer state, and the two right images in (B) to (D) show the final assembled supraball and supraball cross section. SMPs are rendered in blue, and SPs are rendered in yellow in all panels except for (D), where 140-nm SPs are rendered in orange for visual contrast. The boxes surrounding (B) to (D) correspond to the line color and type in (A). The simulation images are not to scale.](aax1254-F6){#F6}

Furthermore, in simulations, we can independently tune the particle-interface attraction strength and particle-interface contact angle to test the dominant phenomena controlling the assembly pathway; these tests explain the experimental surface segregation results. When only the particle-interface attraction strength is taken into account (i.e., all particles have the same particle-interface contact angle), the less strongly adsorbed species (SMPs) is squeezed out as the emulsion droplet shrinks, resulting in an SP-rich supraball surface with 0.137 surface volume fraction SMP \[[Fig. 6, A (solid green line) and B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]; this is contrary to the experimental observations. However, when the locations of the particle-interface potentials are adjusted to mimic the measured particle-interface contact angle for the SP (\~78.4°) and SMP (\~99.0°) chemistries, the SMPs extend further into the 1-octanol phase (see fig. S11). As the interfacial area shrinks, the SMPs squeeze the SPs back toward the bulk of the droplet based on the geometry of their location along the curved water/1-octanol interface (see schematic in fig. S12), resulting in an SMP-rich interface with 0.992 surface volume fraction of SMPs \[[Fig. 6, A (light blue dashed line) and C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]; this agrees with experimentally observed SMP enrichment. The geometry-dominant mechanism occurs despite the fact that the SP-interface attraction strength is 2× higher than the SMPs, which explains why the experimental surface segregation seemingly conflicts with the interfacial tension results. As a control to probe the sensitivity of these results, we tested differences in SP-interface and SMP-interface contact angles as small as 5° and found that even in this case, the particle chemistry with the larger contact angle was enriched at the surface.

In SP mixtures of varying size, as a 140-nm SP:220-nm SP mixture with 0.5 bulk volume fraction of small SPs, we see strong enrichment of the smaller SPs \[[Fig. 6, A (orange dot-dashed line) and D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\] due to the smaller particles' improved ability to accommodate the curvature of the supraball surface. We note that the supraball surface stratification in the 140-nm SP:200-nm SP simulations (surface volume fraction of small SP, \~0.999) is stronger than that seen in the experiments (surface volume fraction of small SP, \~0.89; [Fig. 2, A and G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We hypothesize that this quantitative difference in the degree of size segregation could be a combination of two effects. First, our CG-MD approach neglects the hydrodynamics of the water diffusing out of the emulsion droplet; recent work on films suggests that this methodological choice can affect the degree of segregation predicted ([@R49]). However, explicitly including the hydrodynamics would not be computationally feasible at the (relatively) large length and time scales probed in this work. Secondly, in our simulations, the liquid/liquid interface is modeled by a perfectly spherical rigid wall, whereas in the experimental system, the interface may be perturbed by the presence of particles.

Lastly, simulation results for SP/SMP mixtures of varying size are shown in [Fig. 6 (A, E, and F)](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. These results match the experimental trends shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, in that an increasing fraction of SP particles remain at the supraball surface as the SPs become smaller than SMPs. In the simulations, the 140/220-nm SP/SMP mixture had a final 0.993 surface volume fraction of SMPs, and the 140/300-nm SP/SMP mixture had a final 0.930 surface volume fraction of SMPs. This is due to a competition between the chemistry/contact angle effect, which drives SMPs to the supraball surface, and the particle size effect, which drives small particles to the supraball surface. Comparing the simulation images in [Fig. 6 (E and F)](#F6){ref-type="fig"} to the SEM images in [Fig. 1 (D and G)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the experiments exhibit a higher degree of mixing of SPs and SMPs than seen in the simulations. This discrepancy is expected, given that the model was parameterized to match the structure of the 220-nm SP:220-nm SMP system and used without adjustments for the other particle mixtures. However, we emphasize that the qualitative trends in surface composition as a function of size and particle chemistry agree between both simulations and experiments, thus solidifying our explanation of the assembly mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

In summary, we studied the surface packing and structural colors of reverse emulsion assembled supraballs and evaporative assembled films using binary mixtures of SPs and SMPs. We demonstrate that smaller particles prefer to stay at the supraball surface and that SMPs preferentially segregate at the surface more than SPs. By contrast, small particles or SMPs do not preferentially segregate at the film interfaces for the moderate size ratios studied herein. This selective surface enrichment of particles in the supraballs leads to unique control of structural colors compared to films. We further use interfacial tension and particle contact angle measurements combined with CG-MD simulations to demonstrate that the key difference between self-assembly in supraballs and films is the combination of particle-interface contact angle and the decreasing interfacial area during the emulsion assembly. We show that in the regime studied herein, where all particles irreversibly adsorb to the water/1-octanol interface, particles with a higher particle-interface contact angle preferentially segregate to the supraball surface owing to a geometric "squeezing" mechanism during the assembly, and this effect dominates over any potential differences in particle-interface attraction strength. Conversely, since the film drying process does not involve a reduction of interfacial area over time, there is not a strong driving force for surface segregation, producing a film surface composition similar to the bulk.

This work demonstrates that the tunability of particle packing using different particle sizes, different particle chemistries, or different assembly methods offers new opportunities to produce desired colors or gradient surface properties for coatings. In addition, the use of SP/SMP mixtures has several advantages for preparing assembled photonic materials. Melanin has a unique combination of broadband absorption and high refractive index, and the use of SMPs in the supraballs largely enhances the color saturation. On the basis of our results, we infer that one can reduce the amount of SMPs used to prepare supraballs without losing color saturation since SMPs preferentially stay at the supraball surfaces. In the future, we envision expanding the application of our supraball systems by etching away inner SPs to make permeable melanin colloidal capsules that potentially find uses as drug delivery or scaffold materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Supraball and film preparation
------------------------------

SPs were synthesized using a modified Stöber process ([@R50]). SMPs were prepared by oxidation and polymerization of dopamine (Sigma-Aldrich) in a mixture of water, ethanol, and ammonia hydroxide at room temperature following our previous reported protocol ([@R33]). Particle sizes were controlled by changing the amount of ammonium hydroxide (28 to 30% wt %; Sigma-Aldrich). We followed our previous reverse emulsion assembly protocol to make binary supraballs ([@R11]). Typically, we added 30 μl of aqueous solution of SPs/SMPs (filling volume fraction 3%) into 1 ml of anhydrous 1-octanol (Sigma-Aldrich). We used a vortex to shake the mixture to form reverse emulsion at a speed of 1600 rpm for 2 min and then 1000 rpm for 3 min. After supraball particles precipitated, we removed the supernatant and dried the samples under 60°C.

We used an evaporative assembly method to make films from mixtures of SP and SMP solutions ([@R6]). Typically, we prepared a solution of mixed SPs and SMPs at a filling volume fraction of 0.5%. A clean silicon wafer was vertically immersed into a suspension bath, and particles were deposited onto the clean silicon wafer to form films when the water evaporated at 60°C overnight. The water evaporating rate was recorded to be 0.5 mm/hour by tracking the decrease of water height in the container.

Sample characterization
-----------------------

Dried supraball powders and films were directly imaged using an Olympus BX 51 microscope under the dark-field mode. Here, we used white Teflon tape as a white standard. We measured reflectance spectra of single supraballs and films using a CRAIC AX10 ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared microspectrophotometer (CRAIC Technologies Inc.). We used a 50× objective and a 75-W Xenon short arc lamp (Ushio UXL-75XE) for the light source. We reported the averaged spectra from six measurements using pavo package in R programming software ([@R51]).

We combined SEM and TEM to investigate the distribution of SPs and SMPs in the photonic assemblies. We imaged the surface of both supraballs and films using an SEM (JEOL-7401, JEOL Ltd) without any sputter-coating to maintain the inherent contrast from SMPs and SPs. To quantify the SEM images, we used a MATLAB code \[*imfindcircles* ([@R52])\] for images containing different sizes of particles and a python code \[*Trackpy* ([@R53])\] for images containing particles with different brightness. Using these centers and radii, we plotted the measured circles over the original image to ensure that this analysis captured the real features of particles (fig. S13). The output of running these algorithms was a list of particle sizes and positions within each image, which we used to calculate the surface volume fraction and *g*(*r*) for the surface layer. To prepare thin cross sections of supraballs for TEM imaging, we embedded dried supraball powders with EMbed 812 resin and cut the samples to 80-nm-thick sections using a diamond knife on a Leica UC7 ultramicrotome. TEM images and EDS elemental map were acquired using a Hitachi HD-2300 Dual EDS Cryo STEM equipped with dual Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) EDS detectors (total x-ray collection angle, \~0.8 steradian). Both TEM images and EDS data were obtained using Thermo Fisher Scientific NSS software under EDX operation mode and TE mode (phase contrast mode).

Interfacial tension measurement
-------------------------------

We used pendant droplet methods to measure the interfacial tension between aqueous colloidal solutions and 1-octanol and the surface tension of aqueous colloidal solutions. The filling volume fraction of colloids is 0.03, which was the same as that used for supraball assembly. Here, we used 219-nm SPs and 217-nm SMPs. For the surface tension measurements, we opened the droplet in a quartz cuvette to reduce evaporation. In the interfacial tension measurements, we made a saturated 1-octanol solution with an excess amount of water and then opened the aqueous droplet (with or without particles) in the saturated 1-octanol solution, so that there is little water diffusion into 1-octanol. We recorded the interfacial tension values and the droplet volume over a period of time (600 or 1400 s). The volume of droplets did not change, and thus the diffusion of water into 1-octanol (or vice versa) was negligible during the time scale of our measurements (fig. S6). As a control, we also measured interfacial tension between water and 1-octanol without any colloids.

Contact angle of single nanoparticle measurement and calculation
----------------------------------------------------------------

We used a gel trapping technique to trap the particle at the water/1-octanol interface and analyzed the contact angle value of single nanoparticles with the help of SEM characterization and ImageJ analysis ([@R39], [@R40]). See [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic of the gel trapping process. Specifically, gellan gum (2 wt %) was dispersed in water (10 ml) and heated to 60° to 70°C for 30 min to fully dissolve. The gelation temperature of 2 wt % gellan gum was 40° to 45°C. We preheated both 1-octanol (3 ml) and colloidal isopropanol suspension (SPs and M-SPs with diameter around \~400 nm, 0.5 mg/ml). Isopropanol was used as a spreading solvent to help particles disperse at the interface. Then, 1-ocatanol was added into gellan gum solution, followed by injection of the particle suspension into the water/1-octanol interface. Upon cooling to room temperature around 25°C, the gellan gum solution began to gel and was kept for another 30 min. 1-Octanol, existing on the top layer, was then carefully removed. PDMS (SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer, Dow Corning) was mixed in a ratio of 10:1 and degassed before being layered over the gelled gellan gum. After PDMS was cured for 36 to 48 hours at room temperature, it was peeled off (with particles adhered to the PDMS surface) and rinsed with hot water (60° to 70°C) to wash away gellan gum residue. We coated particle-embedded PDMS with \~9 nm of osmium for SEM characterization. ROI (Region of Interest) manager in ImageJ was used to analyze the SEM images and measure how deeply particles were embedded in PDMS for the contact angle calculation. For each type of particle, we measured 10 particles to obtain an average value and standard deviation.

CG-MD simulations
-----------------

We performed implicit-solvent CG Langevin dynamics simulations in the isochoric-isothermal (NVT) ensemble using LAMMPS software package ([@R54]). The SPs and SMPs are represented as spheres with particle-particle interactions modeled using the colloid Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential ([@R55]), with particle-particle interaction strength, particle size and size dispersity, and particle masses chosen to reproduce the experimental structure of SP/SMP films. In the film geometry, we modeled particle-substrate interactions at the *z* = 0 surface of the simulation box with the 9-3 LJ potential, and we represented particle interactions with the water/air interface with a repulsive harmonic potential at the top of the simulation box. In the supraball geometry, we defined a spherical region of diameter *D~s~* to mimic the outer surface of the emulsion droplet, and we modeled attractive interactions with this water/1-octanol interface with the 9-3 LJ potential. We chose the water/1-octanol particle-interface interaction strength, ε*~P-I~*, to mimic the irreversible adsorption of particles to the interface; ε*~P-I~* ranged from 54 to 278 *k*~B~*T* depending on the particle size and chemistry. All parameters governing the particle-particle and particle-interface interactions are listed in the Supplementary Materials, and schematics of the simulation box geometries are given in fig. S14.

For the film simulations, we performed a slow stage-wise increase in filling volume fraction η, as the simulation proceeded to mimic the increasing η in the film due to evaporation of water during the thin-film assembly process (mimicking an evaporation *Pe* ➔ 0). For the supraball simulations, we started from a randomized initial configuration at an initial η = 0.03 and then enabled the attractive particle-interface interactions and decreased *D~s~* to model the shrinkage of the emulsion droplet as assembly proceeds. The rate of change of *D~s~* was chosen to match the emulsion assembly *Pe* between simulation and experiments around *Pe* \~ 0.1. Full details of the simulation and analysis methodologies for the film and supraball simulations are given in the Supplementary Materials.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/9/eaax1254/DC1

###### Download PDF
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Table S1. Zeta potentials and diameters of all six types of particles.

Fig. S1. The workflow for preparing the binary supraballs.

Fig. S2. Normal reflectance of nine types of supraballs in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Fig. S3. An SEM image of a typical broken film made of a mixture of 139- and 219-nm SPs.

Fig. S4. Cross-sectional images of supraballs (interior) made of 219-nm SPs and 217-nm SMPs with varied mixing volume ratios.

Fig. S5. Normal reflectance measurements of binary supraball and films.

Fig. S6. The volume changes of different droplets over time during the pendant droplet measurements.

Fig. S7. Surface and interfacial tension measurements.

Fig. S8. TEM images of \~400-nm SPs and M-SPs.

Fig. S9. Particle-particle pair correlation functions from experiment (circles) and simulations (lines) for films made of \~220-nm SP/SMPs mixtures.

Fig. S10. Particle-particle pair correlation functions from simulations for a binary SP/SMP film with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) a 17-nm Gaussian uncertainty in particle *x*-*y* positions.

Fig. S11. Illustration of particle-interface potential for 220-nm SPs (yellow solid line) and 220-nm SMPs (blue dashed line).

Fig. S12. Schematic of the later stages of supraball assembly.

Fig. S13. Examples of particle position tracking analysis on SEM images.

Fig. S14. Schematic of the simulation box geometry for film and supraball assembly.

Fig. S15. Distributions of particle sizes and their effect on the particle-particle pair correlation function in simulations.

Fig. S16. *Pe* effect on the simulations.

Movie S1. A representative movie of the supraball assembly simulations.
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